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A CLASS OF DISCRETELY DEFINED POSITIVE LINEAR
OPERATORS SATISFYING DEVORE-GOPENGAI]Z

INEQUALITIES

IOAN GAVREA, IIEINZ H. GONSKA, DANIELA P. KACSÓ

I. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL NOTES

TÌ*'REM 1' Let f ec(I). If k e [',,|= {1,2,...}, then there is a constant
c¡ such that for any n>k-l we con find an algebraic polynomial p, eiln
satisfying

lU - p,) (x)l< ct 'a k f x(l- x)
, xeI,,

I't

where a t (f ,.) denotes the k+h order modulus of smoothness off,
Telyakovskiì ([16], k: l), Gopengauz ([13], k:2) and DeVore (6], k:2)

were the first to discover the validity of inequalities of the type given above with"
1

the j term removed, i.e.. estimates of the form

(r) l(f - p,) (x)l< ,o^ o( -f ;]Ãttl , x er.-\ n )'
Moreover, Yu [l8l and Li [l4J gave co'nterexampies showing that an inequaiity
of the type (1) cannot hold for fr > 3.

Recently, cao and Gonska have given n[z] a simple proof of (l) for the
case fr=2, at the same time embedding the method of proof ìnto a more general
and instructive framework, namely, the mentioned autLors have considei'ed the
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Ð I P,(x) dx = l,
0

c) Pi@)) 0, x eI.
Then the operators H n * z i C (l) -+ fI, *, are given as

(3) (H,*,1),',=å ffieo.,f)(*).
In [9] it was proved the following

TTDOREM 2. The operators H,given in (3) are linear positive operators,

andfor everyfunction f eC(I) and every x eI one has:

(4)

In order to turn the estimate (4) into one of the DeVore-Gopengauz type, we
have to find polynomials P, (satisffing the conditions a), b) and c)), such that

I

(5) t- I*'P,(x)dx<\,utr"
where c is a constant independen| of n.

As one can easily notice, any nonzero polynomial P, satisfying a) and c)
necessarily has the following form:

I

t- I x2 r,(x) d¡
0

x

(6) P,(x)= tg,-,(t)dt+a,,

where Qn_t enn. t,Qr-r(x,),20 for x eI,a", e [0,1).

ln order to have ,condition b) also verified by P,, we have to choose Ç, - ,-

such that the equality

J Ct- "l Q,-,(t)d.x = 1-o,
0

is also fulfilled,
On the other hand, from (6) we get

t- ! r' P,(x)dx=
0

d**2o' <
J

=1j,t -x)2 e+2)e,-,(x) J
0

(l- *)' g,-,(x) d* +2on
3
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Boolean surn of a positive linear operator and the Lagrange polynomial of first
order interpolating at the endpoints.

Since the Boolean sum of two positive linear operators is not a positive

linear operator, Gonska and Zhou formulated in [12] the following problem:

"Do there exist positive linear operators L,:C(I))fln, such that for all

f eC(I) and all .r e.I one has

2

(2) lL,("f ; x) - f (x)l< ca t .f;
x(1- x)

n

with the constant c independent of f, n and x?"
Combining this question with a well-known problem posed by Butzer in

1980 leads to the difficult question whether there exist disøetely defined positive

linear operators satisffing (2).

The first solution to Butzer's problem in its original form was given by Cao

and Gonska in 1989 [3], Furthermore, only recently Gavrea [9] has constructed

non-discrete popitive linear operators satisffing (2).

ln the present paper we construct a class of discretely defined positive linear

óperators satisffing DeVore-Gopengauz inequalities, thus also providing a
solution for the stronger fonn of Butzer's problem as formulated above. Moreover,

we shall also investigate the potential of' these new operators for simultaneous

approximation. i

2.CONSTRUCTION OF THE DISCRETI
APPROXIMATION OPERA.TORS

In [9] Gavrea constructed non-discrete positive linear operators satisfuing

DeVore-Gop engauz inequalities in the following way :

Let L,:C(I) + fI, be defined as

(L,Í)(r) = /(0) (1-x)r + x'f (t)+(n-t)Z p,,o@) Pn-2.k -tQ) Í U) dt,
n -l

l=l

I

J
0

with p,.0,", =[|) xk (r- x)'- k,k =0,

Consider now a poþnomial Pn efIn,P,(x)=| oo*r, satisfring the
k=0

following conditions:

a) P,(Ð>- 0, x e1,
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Thus, if there exist two positive constants c¡ and c2 such that
I

J {r - ")' e,-,(*) ù' < + and, a, < \,gnn"
then Pnalso satisfies (5). ¡

In ttre next theorem we shall give the smallest value for the constant c1 in (7),
putting d, = 0 inthe sequel,

In order to give a unifonn treatment for all the cases in our next theorem, we
will introduce now the following notations:

Because Ao>0, k=1,...,.s, weget

I(9) 
J {r-"), e,.e)ú) A,(t-x,)en_,e).
0

One obtains equality in the latter relation rvhen

Qi, -, (*)= r. f 
Yi'' o' (")l'

\ 'x-r" ./
with

ilj-,= P elI,_,lP(r)à0 for x e [0,1] 'and '
I

I
0

(1-") P(x) dx=1
Lr=

j,,-",If ,,,o')'*
s(n) =l+ we compute now the integral from (10) by using again the Gauss quadrature

formuia (8), This gives

l
d:=d(n)=n-I I

I
0

-,, [¿''t'll'* = A,(r:t.o) (¡, )),\ 4-r* /
(r

Tn¡oRur¿ 3. inf
I

J
0

( x)'
I

Q, -,(x)d.ï = J Ç- *), ei_r (x) dx = 1-x",
.. 0
I j. I

The latter equality together with (9) and (10) imply thatQu-[ti,-t

where Q)-,G)= i,;r'f ¿Í'''r(")'1'
\ r-r" )

,tn = (l- xl ¡ I14 { , and i, is the largest inf
P eni-¡

I

J
0

(l- x)' p(x) dx =

I

j
0

(r- x)' g) _,@) dx = r- x,,

root of the Jacobi polynomiar J(t'd) rerative to the intervar [0,r1.
Proof' We shall investigate fìrst the case when n is an odd natual number,

that is, d: 0 and n:2s - l, We consider the Gauss quadrature formula
I

/o\ I "(ö) 
J (t-x) 

"f 
(x)dx=Z Aof|t) t R(f),

o k¿l

where N¡,k= 1,...,s, aretherootsof J:t,o). Thus R(/)=0 for I .,r,_,.
Lct Qn_, €ni_,. Wc apply the previous quaCraúre forraula fcr f (x)=

= (1-.r) Q,_t@).It follows that

where e,-,(*)= ^;(+#)',x'n =[#), and).] is given in (r0).

we investigate now the case when n is an even natural number. Thus
n=2s,d = 1. rwe shall use Bouzitat's quadrature formula of the first kind (see [10,
pp.101 l04l):

(11)
J fr-"1 Íe)dx= Aof e)*f ,nr¡çò+R("f),
0 k =l

I

J
0

where x¡aretherootsof ,I"(l'r) lwhichis ,1,(t'a) , and R(f)=0 for f eIIr".The
coeff,rcients of Bouzitat's quadratue formula are given by

(l-l) (1-x) Q,-t(x)dr,: I Aoe- xt )e,-te).
and At =

l-ro
fork=1,...,rk=l

(s + l) (s + 2) (,r"(t' ol Go))t '
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We apply the quadrature formula (11) for "f (x)=(l-x)Q^,r(x), with ,

Q,-, .D)-1 , which gives

In order to compute the integral from the denominator of t,, we shall use the
following Gauss quadratwe formula:

I
f"
J tt-x) oÍ(*)dr= I Atl@o)+R(./),

(t2) J
0

(l- x)'Q,-,(x) dx= AoQ,_,(0)+ I Ao0- xt).Q,_, (xo ) 2 0 k=l

where x¡, k = 1, ..., r are the roots of J:t,o) .

We have

k=I

> A,(l-x,)Q, t(x,).

In order to have equality in the latter relation, Q, _r(x) has to have the form
I

J
0

(l- x) xd f{I¿'l' * = u,(r,r.a¡(*, )), .
\ X-I" )

(13) Q, -,(*) = 1"*n' xf''i"') (t)l',
\ x-f" ,/

s+l
where A- - _' s+d+l (l- *' ) (.r;{t'al ("" ))'

(see [0, p. 94]). ,

À
I Thusweobtain'*'. 1 s+d+1

À, =(l-";) 
"+1, 

whichcompletestheproof. !
The next theorem provides a method which enables us to discretize a linear

polynomial operator, such that the discretized operator has the same degree of
approximation as the initial (non-discrete) one.

TIüoREM 4. Let I n : C(I) -+ ll, be a positive linear operator of the fornt

n
I

J
0

( x)

On the other hand, an application of Bouzitat's quadrature formula for the
integral in (13) yields

j,, -", fryì' * = u,(7(r'rr (x" )),.
o \ x-x, )

(9,f) (x) = J
0

p(t) K"(x, t) f (t) dt,

Using the latter equality and the relations (12) and (13), it follows that

lt

^ T{ J {r-')' P(x)dx= J (t -Ð'e;,(x)d,r=l-rrs,
Pell,,-¡ õ O

with Ç-, given as in (13),

Uni$ing the results for the cases n odd and n even) v/e can now state the
following:

wherepisaweightfunctionstrictlypositiveon(0, l), and K,(x,.)efI, forevery
x eI. Then:

(i) K^(x, t)> 0, V(x, t) e I x I .

(ä) The operator 9)"f ,C(1) -+ tI, defined by

(9,-f)(r) = É AoKn(x,xt) .f (xt)
k=t

is a positive linear operator satisfying

9i @) = 9,(e,) for i = 0,t,2,

whenever Ao and k=|,...,n) are the cofficients and the nodes of a positive
quadrature formula of theform

(14) inf
_¡[,

I

f
0

(1-r)'9,_t!)d.x =1-x,, n e [rl.
Q'

Obviously, À) =
I

, ze [N.
I

I
0

f uuf eo) + A(,f )I

I
0

(1s) P(x x) dx

(l- x) xd d-x k=l

and having the degree of exactness at least n + 2.
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Proof. (i) For x e .I fixed, let f , :1 + R* be defined as

.f , (t) = lK, (*, t)l - K, (x, t).

Since the operator 9, is positive, we also have that (9,f-)(x)>0. Thus

¡lrl

i ,r,, u,(x,t) .f ,(t) d/ > 0. But i o{Ð x,(x,t) -f ,(t¡ a1 = -} I 
^, 

f I (t) at'
1¡ o to

The last two relations imply now that

.f ,(t) = 0 <+ lK, (x,t)l= Kn(x,t) e Kn(x,t)> 0'

(ii) Recause Kn(r, t) efI, and the quadrature formula (15) has the degree of

exactness at least n * 2, we can write

19 ne,) (") = J pQ) K,(x,t) ti dt =
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Let us consider now a positive quadrature formula (with respect to r : l) of
the form

8 9

ln

I lt*'tdï = I Aof G,,)+ R(f),
o k ='

such that R(.f)=O for / €iln*z (i.e., its degree of exactness is at least n+2)
Since K, (x, t) is a polynomial of degree n in /, we have

I

(17) I *,G,t)'tídt=f 4x,(x,xo),xi¡, for l= 0,1,2.
0 k=l

0

We construct now the discretely defined operators

(18) @).r-f) (x) = (t - x)' f (o) P; (t(t- x)) dt +

I

J
0

=Z AoKn(x,xt)'x¡o =(9)e)(x), :

k =0

lor i:0,7,'2.
In the secluel, we shall use Theorem 4 in order to construct discretely defined

p ositive I ine a r operators which sati sff DeVore-Gop engartz ine qualitie s'

$/e shall consider first the operators H,*, defrned in (3). One easily notices

that these operators can be written as follows:

I

(H,.rf)(x) = 7 (0) (l-x)' I 4 çtt-x)) dr +
0

THEoREM 5. The operators Hi,,z:C(l)->lI,*, given in (18) satisfy the

2I
I

J
0

)
( Þ*l-¡\,1¡r\' / -v t- - \ J//- ltn\^tlv' t Llrk ttn\^)ekJJ\^k)

n
Lv

þllowing inequality:

l@i,.rf) (x) - f (x)l< cr,l,

and ar;k=l),...,n, atethecoefficientsofthepolynomial P,i1x¡= !Qi,-, d/, with

where the constant c is independent onJ n and x.

Proof, The operato, HI*, is linear and positive. Thus, using relations (17)

and Theorem Z,we get

(19) Hi,*rt, = Hn*t€; = €i, fo¡ I = 0, i, anci

(Hi*zez) (x) = (H n, zez) (x) = x2 + x(l- x) ,")

Thus relations (19) imply

(Hi.rQ-.r) (.x) = (H,*.rC'r.)(x),

where Q.,,, (f ) =lt - xl' ,l e fN.

+f (l)'x2 ! pìçAat+ 
! x,Q,t)f (t)dt,

00
where

n k +l

K'n(x,t)= I I dt, Pt *2.¡G)' Pt,,,-,(t)
k=0 i=l

t x'r] ç'¡
0

x

0

gi _,G)= 
s + 4111r -,?) *of411Ð1's+l \ r-x" )

arrd s and d are given as in Theorem 3,
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We shall need now the following result, established by Gonska and
Kovacheva in [11]: If I is a positive linear operator defined on C(1) with

j,t - x)2 g,-,(x) dx= 
^[,-r" 

* j (t- x), e,-z(x)*) =^(, -.,. ;)0

11

w

But 0<À=
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havee

Leo=eo, Let=er,thenfor f eC(I),x e 1 and each h,he we haveI
2

0

(Lf ) (x) - I Q) =11-.1r' L(et - *¡' , Ðfa z(.f ; h).(20)
1

r+ J {r -x)e,_z(.r)dv

< I and l-x., S{ 1."" [15, p. 2g8]). Thus'nt

0
Thus the statement of the theorern holds, t'l
Our next theorem will prove that one can construct infinitely many operatol's

veriffing Theorem 5, We shall denote these operators by Hì *r,
To that end, we take Qn-, e tri_, of the following form

Q^-,(x) =t (d_r (r) + Q,_r(x)),

where d-, itas in Theorem3, Qn-z .ni_, such that e^,2@) ) 0, x e,I, and

We define now {(")= J Q,-r(t)d¡ and the operators t{l*z given as in (1g)

with Pn from above. we also denote by H n*z the continuous operators defined as

in (3) and P, chosen again as above. We shall use the latter operators in'section 3.

TFßoREM 6. The op)rators fl*, defined above satisfy

I e-r)'e,-,(x)dx<+.
gn

Remark 7. Ile mention here that porynomiars en_, satisfying the requi-
rernentfrom Theorem 6 extst,for example,

e,-r(x)=\ p,_r(x).
11

where P,_, eflr-r,n>2 satisfy the condition 0< pn_r(x)<c, Jbr x eI, and c
is a constant independent ofn and x.

3. SIMULTA.I{EOUS APPROXIMATION

In this section we shall investigate the potential of the operators r[.,,, and

Iti,*, for simultaneous approximation. We will therefore need the next tk'.ee
results given by Cao, Gonska and Kacsó in [4]:

LEùß44 8. Let n> 2 and cn < m(n) < dn. Furthermore, ret Ln:c(.,.) -+ rI,,,,¡
be a sequence of positive linear operators, satisfuing the following conclitions;

(i) L,eo = es,

(ii) (¿,Q,, )(x) = r(ry.;)
Thenwe havefor every f e Ctçt¡

llu',f )'ll< c .ll"f 'll.

LBti¿ua 9. Let n)2, cnSm(n)<dn, and L,:C(I)) fr,(n) be a sequence
of positive linear operators satisfying thefollowing cond.itions;

(i) L,e¡ = 9s,

À
I

r * J tr - x) e,_z(x) d¡
0

l(H;.,î ((x) - f (x)l< ctl, x( l -.x)
"f: n

tÍ (l - x)' Q,_r(x) dx <
n'

ProoJ It is sufficient to show that there exists a positive constant c
independent of J n and.r, such that

I

i
0

c

I

J {r-")' e,-,(x)dx<+
0n
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/ rl
(ii) (2,e, ) (x)- x = u'nx+pn, wherl a'ntþ, =tl7 )'

,( x(l- x\ I I
(iiÐ (¿,C¿,,, ) (x) = tlT * 7 )'
Thenfor everY f eCz (l),we have

ll(L^"f )" ll< ,'ll"f " ll.

LBmi¿e 10, Lel k e [rl, and Ln be a sequence of linear operators mapping

c(i) to ck (I). If
o j51 ll(L,n, -',)(o)ll=0,

(ii) ll(¿,/)(o)ll<, 'll-f 
(u) ll for all f eck g),

thenfor att f eCu (l)thefollowingholds:

lim ll(L,,Í - /)(o) ll= O'

Tlie main result of this section reads now as follows:

'THEoREM ll. LetÅ: 0, 1, 2, Then, for every f tCo (I), we have"

(Ð lE ll!{,*,f -,f)(u)ll=0,

(ii) Jlå ll@i,.rÍ - /)(u)ll= o'

Proof. Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality' one obtains

x(1- x)
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t-
(H,,zQ,,L ) (x) < lfn).rQ,.z ) (x) < c

n

Thus the requirements from Lemmas 8 and 9 are fulfilled. Aa application of

Lemrna 10 yields now the statement of our theorem' fl
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